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About Customer Wizard

Welcome to Customer Wizard.
Note - This is the user documentation for the latest version of Customer Wizard. Versions 1.7.49 and
older have been superseded. Click here if you wish to view the documentation for these.
We developed this tool in response to demand from Oracle Receivables Users for a user-friendly and
robust worksheet tool to load Parties and/or Customers and their associated Banks into the Oracle
Receivables module.
The Wizard is a VBA program embedded in a Microsoft Excel workbook. It is a close cousin to our other
Wizard products and shares the same look and feel.
Customer Wizard uses the standard Oracle APIs provided by the Trading Community Architecture
provided with E-Business Suite 11i and as such works in the same way as Oracle does to create and
update customers. Before entering customer data for the first time, it will be necessary to complete the
setup for customers in Oracle Receivables. Please refer to the Oracle Receivables setup documentation
or user guides for further information on these setup steps.
The following types of customer-related information are supported:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parties-person, Organization, Group
Locations
Party Sites, Party Site Uses
Organization Contact, Organization Contact Role
Contact points
Customer Accounts
Account Sites and Site Uses
Banks, Bank Owners, Direct Debits, Payment Methods and Credit Cards
Customer Account Role, Role Responsibility
Customer Profile, Customer Profile Amount

Features
All options are available on a ribbon. Double-clicking in the worksheet loads the appropriate form for
the selected Mode. The form is optional and you can simply type, import, or paste the values into the
worksheet.
You can upload Customers/Site/Banks one at a time, or the entire contents of your worksheet.
The program is flexible about the worksheet layout. You can move, delete, or hide unwanted columns.
You can also have multiple sheets or even load customers from sheets in other workbooks.
This program is supported on E-Business Suite 11.5.10 onwards (i.e. 11.5.10, 12.0.*, 12.1.*, 12.2.*).
On request we may be able to supply versions of our tools on prior releases of Oracle (i.e. many
products are also available for 11.5.9).
If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/
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Trial Version
The trial version of this program is fully functional and has no time-out. It does however only upload 10
Party, Customer and Site records per login session before stopping e.g. A record is not equivalent to a
Customer. A record is considered a section of data that creates or updates a Customer. For example,
adding a customer and then adding a site to that customer counts as two records. To continue the
upload, you must log the program into the database again.
The forms, validate, upload, download and Custom Query options are not constrained in the trial
version, but are limited to a certain number of records.

Overview – Steps to Loading Customers
Once Customer Wizard has been installed for your instance of Oracle Applications, the following steps
outline the basic procedure for loading customer information using Customer Wizard.
Steps to load Customer Information:
1. Open the workbook and Login – Connect to your Oracle Applications instance.
Refer to section: Logging In and Out
Refer to section: Security
2. Set up the Worksheet.
This section contains a substantial amount of information about how to create a new template,
customize the template including LOVs and defaults, set up Descriptive flexfields, modify
Templates and much more.
Refer to section: Set up the Worksheet
3. On the Customer Wizard ribbon click on the ‘New Sheet’ button (illustrated below):

4. Create and/or Update the Customer information.
Refer to section: Template/Mode Types
5. Upload the Customers.
Refer to section: Upload Records
6. Correct errors after uploading the Customer information.
This step is only required if there are errors.
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

There are also several reference sections in this document for further information:
•

Getting Started
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•

Ribbons

•

Custom Query

•

Descriptive Flexfields

•

Demonstration Script

•

Profile Options

•

Attachments

•

Troubleshooting

•

Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation

•

Release Notes

Logging In and Out
This section is common to all of our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Logging In and Out

Security
If you do not have access to the highlighted function below in your selected responsibility, you will be
stopped from performing certain operations in Customer Wizard (Screenshot R11i).
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Product Package
Customer Wizard versions higher than 1.7.49 will not require product specific packages, therefore these
will not be provided in the zip file when downloaded from the More4apps website.

Set up the Worksheet
Template functionality is implemented to provide users the option of customizing the layout of
worksheets to their requirements based on specific modes. The user defined templates are saved in the
database and available to transfer to other instances if required.
Templates are created by users with System Administrator access and saved to the database. For
security purposes, they can be assigned to responsibilities for even greater control or be available across
responsibilities related to the Wizard application.
There are three profile options used to control the use of Templates:
•

More4Apps: CW Restrict to templates only - Determines whether users MUST use templates
or not. If set to Yes, users can only use the Wizard by selecting a template i.e. they cannot
generate a pre-defined template sheet. If set to No or left blank, then templating or mode
options can be used.

•

More4Apps: CW Restrict to modes only - Determines whether users MUST use modes or not. If
set to Yes, users can only use the Wizard by selecting a mode i.e. they cannot generate a predefined template sheet. If set to No or left blank, then templating or mode options can be used.
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•

More4Apps: CW Template Manager - This profile allows customers to nominate a user to manage
templates. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be granted sysadmin. The
profile is set up at the user level. To enable sysadmin access for templating select ‘Yes’ for the
current user.

WARNING - Do NOT set 'More4Apps CW: Restrict to templates only' and 'More4Apps CW: Restrict to
Modes only' to 'Yes' at the same level as this will create a conflict the Wizard cannot resolve.
If you do not wish to use templates, follow the steps in the next section Select Wizard Mode to create a
default worksheet based on the selected upload Mode.
Note: If you are upgrading from a version where Template functionality is not available, your existing
worksheets will not work in the new version of the Wizard. You can create standard ‘Default’ worksheets
based on upload mode or create new templates and associated worksheets.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Select Wizard Mode
Manage Templates
Customize Logo
Profile Options

Select Wizard Mode
If you are not utilizing templating functionality, the ‘Select Template’ button in the ribbon can be used to
create a More4apps default template by selecting a Mode. This will generate a default worksheet containing
all relevant columns for the chosen Mode.
Any non-mandatory columns not required can be removed from the worksheet, however will be saved to
the worksheet only i.e. does not change the default mode settings in the database.
Note - If profile option ‘More4Apps: CW Restrict to templates only’ is enabled, selecting the Mode option
will not be available to certain sites, responsibilities or users.
Click on the ‘Select Template’ button on the Customer Wizard ribbon.

The ‘Generate template’ form will display to select the Wizard Mode.
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Customer Wizard can have Templates assigned to individual modes.
Leave the Template field blank. Select the ‘Mode’ from the LOVs, then click ‘Create New’ if you wish to
create a worksheet using the predefined layout for the selected mode.

A new worksheet will be created and named, prefixed with the selected Mode and followed by the next
unique worksheet number.

Template with All Columns
Select the ‘Mode’ then click the ‘Create All Columns’ button.

A new worksheet will automatically be created that contains all available columns for the selected mode.
This functionality does not require a template to be created or selected. The Wizard simply reads through
the hidden record sheet for the mode and generates a new worksheet using this data.

Ok button saves the settings and closes the form.
Create New button creates a new worksheet based on your selection.
Create All Columns button creates a new worksheet with all columns.
Cancel button exits the form without changing the settings.
Refer to section: Set up the Worksheet
Refer to section: Manage Templates
Refer to section: Customize Logo
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Manage Templates
The ‘Manage Templates’ button on the ribbon provides options to create new Templates, modify attributes
of existing Templates, or delete obsolete Templates.

Click the ‘Manage Templates’ button on the ribbon and the ‘Manage Templates’ form will open:

Important Notes
Row 9 Field Names
As with all the Wizards, the column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed.
Do NOT insert or delete rows before row 10. The case of the names is not important but spelling is.
If you change the contents of row 9 in any column, you have in effect deleted the column as far as the
program is concerned.
ID Columns
The ‘Update’ process requires the ID columns to be present. If you plan to do updates, then include the ID
columns in your selected sections. The ‘Create’ program will return the IDs as will the ‘Download’ program.
Columns not Available
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If you need any column(s) and cannot find it on the ‘Manage Templates’ form let us know and we will be
happy to add to the Wizard.
Mode in Excel Ribbon doesn’t match Worksheet Mode
If the Excel ribbon Mode does not match the worksheet Mode the user will get a similar message as follows:
“The Mode being used to upload and download data, identified in the Excel Ribbon as [Customer], does
not match the worksheet mode [Banks].
Please ensure the following conditions are met:
- The correct mode is selected from the Ribbon
- Text in cell A7 is the same as the mode name displayed in the Ribbon”

Note: If you have moved a worksheet from an old version of the Wizard into a new version, the message
may advise the ribbon Mode as (). To rectify this, enter the appropriate mode (Customer, Party or Banks)
into cell A7 of the affected worksheet.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Create ‘New’ Template
In the ‘Manage Templates’ form, select ‘New’ from the ‘Action’ list of values.
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Enter a unique Template Name and click ‘Ok’:

Select a Mode associated with the Template and click ‘Ok’.

This screen displays the Template attributes. Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the template.
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To customize the look and feel of your Template, click on ‘Edit By Sheet’ to download the template
attributes into a spreadsheet.
Edit the Template attributes as required:
1. By default all fields are selected ‘Yes’. Select ‘No’ from the dropdown or enter ‘No’ in any fields that
are not essential for the new template.
2. ‘Custom View Label’ column is available if you wish to rename any column labels on the sheet. Note
– Custom Labels must be unique across the Template.
3. ‘Comment’ column explains the meaning or purpose of each column on the template sheet. This
displays when you hover over the column label cell in row 9. You can change the wording to suit
your preference.
4. ‘Mandatory’ column – Enter ‘Yes’ to enforce any required fields on the template.
Note – ‘Mandatory’ fields required by Purchasing Documents Open Interface cannot be
deselected.
5. ‘Read Only’ – Columns may be used to display data for information purposes. Columns that are
selected as ‘Read Only’ do not allow upload.
6. ‘Section Name’ column shows the section that each attribute belongs to. This column cannot be
modified in the sheet. Refer to ‘Selected Sections’ tab on the ‘Manage Templates’ form for selecting
and deselecting sections.
7. All fields that are highlighted grey cannot be modified.
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Click the ‘Load’ button to update the Template changes:

Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save changes to the database.
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Click ‘Close’.
Access to a Template
An Administrator who has access to create Templates can grant user access to specific templates by
assigning the appropriate responsibility.
Select ‘Modify’ in the Action field, then the ‘Template Name’ in the ‘Manage Templates’ form.
In the ‘Responsibilities’ tab, search for the responsibility you wish to assign access to the Template. This
means any user who has this responsibility will have access to the Template.
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Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the changes.
Selected Sections
The ‘Selected Sections’ tab allows a user to exclude certain sections from the Template. By default all
sections are selected in the Template. A user can deselect any section(s) that is not required by the
Wizard. If a section is deselected, no columns in the section will be generated in the worksheet.
Select ‘Modify’ in the Action field, then the Template Name. Deselect the section flag(s) that is not
required.
Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the changes.
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Click ‘Close’ to close the form.
Create a New Sheet
To create a new sheet from the user defined Template, click on the ‘Select Template’ icon, select the
Template from the list of values and click ‘Create New’.
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A new sheet is generated from the Template. The sheet name will be prefixed with the Template Name
followed by the next unique sheet number.
This worksheet will have the columns defined in the Template and the rules of the Template will apply.
Note – If there are any columns added to the sheet but not in the template definition, they will be
ignored and will ultimately be shaded orange when the Wizard validates the sheet data.
Alternatively, click the ‘New Sheet’ icon
on the Customer Wizard ribbon. A new sheet will be
created based on the selected Mode in the ribbon.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Copy Template
The ‘Copy’ functionality allows an existing Template to be copied and given a new name. The new
Template is then saved to the database.
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For ‘Action’ select ‘Modify’ and the ‘Template Name’:

Click ‘Copy’ and enter a unique template name:

Click ‘Ok’ to copy the selected Template attributes to the new Template Name and the ‘Copy successful’
message will display:

Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the changes.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Delete Template
Create ‘New’ Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Delete Template
‘Manage Templates’ has the option to delete any obsolete templates from the database.
Select your template using ‘Modify’, then click the ‘Delete’ button to delete.
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Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Export Template
Customer Wizard has the additional functionality of extracting template definitions into an ‘xml’ file format
to be exported to another environment, eliminating the need to recreate templates in the new environment.
This is most useful when templates are created in a test instance and then have to be migrated to
production.
Select the Template Name and click ‘Generate XML’.
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Select the directory to save the ‘xml’ file.

Click ‘OK’ to confirm the action.
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An example of the ‘xml’ file:

Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Import Template
To import the Template, Login to the destination environment in Customer Wizard, then go to the ‘Manage
Templates’ form and click on XML Loader.
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Select the template ‘xml’ file generated previously and saved in the user directory.

Click ‘Ok’ to import the file.
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The imported template is now available in the Template Name field. Users with the same responsibility
assigned to the template will have access to this template.
Click ‘OK’ on the import message.

Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the template.
Refer to section: Create ‘New’ Template
Refer to section: Delete Template
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Refer to section: Copy Template
Refer to section: Export Template
Refer to section: Synchronize Template

Synchronize Template
This functionality allows any changes or new columns added to the Wizard, to be integrated to existing
user customized templates.
For example, the field ‘Customer Number’ is not implemented in the current version of Customer Wizard.
In this scenario, this field is not available in the Default Templates or any user customized templates.
Should this field be added in future, existing user customized templates will have to be synchronized to
include this additional column.
Select the Template Name in ‘Manage Templates’ and click on the ‘Synchronize’ button. The additional
attributes will be migrated to this particular template.

Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Customize Logo

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Import Template
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Use the ‘Customize Logo’ button on the ribbon to display/hide the ‘Template123’ sheet for changing the
Logo.

The following message box will display:

This sheet stores the current logo that is used by default in the Wizard templates but can be changed at
the user’s discretion.
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Change the More4apps Logo
You can change the existing More4apps logo on the template so that new sheets created have your
Company Logo automatically created.
To do this undertake the following:
1. Unhide ‘Template123’ by clicking the ‘Customize Logo’ button on the ‘Customer Wizard - Setup’ ribbon.
2. Delete the existing logo using excel standard functionality.
3. Insert a picture into the worksheet and name it ‘CustomLogo’ and press ‘Enter’.
4. Hide ‘Template123’ by clicking the ‘Customize Logo’ button on the ‘Customer Wizard – Setup’ ribbon.
From this point on, all new sheets created using the ‘New Sheet’ button on the ‘Customer Wizard’ ribbon
will use the icon inserted above.
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Refer to section: Set up the Worksheet
Refer to section: Select Wizard Mode
Refer to section: Manage Templates

Template/Mode Types
The Wizard can either be run with secure templates defined by your System Administrator, or by using the
pre-defined modes without implementing templating.
For more information on templating refer to section: Manage Templates

Using the Wizard without Templating:
Customer Wizard has different default layouts predefined for each mode. You choose the mode depending
on the data upload you are performing. Each mode contains the necessary fields available for the
functionality selected.
Important Note:
By default, new sheets created for each mode will contain the more commonly used EBS columns
for each section, which can infer if the field you require is not in the worksheet it’s not yet available.
More4apps Wizards contain almost all available fields, see here on how to determine if the Wizard does
already have the column implemented:
Click the ‘Select Template’ icon on the Customer Wizard ribbon:

The ‘Generate template’ form will open. Select the applicable ‘Mode’ from the list of values:

Click the ‘Create All Columns’ button to generate a new worksheet containing all available columns in the
Wizard for the selected mode.
Now you can simply copy the columns you require from this worksheet to your own worksheets. Note
these additional columns may be ignored when using Templating and they do not exist in the template
definition.
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The modes available are Customer, Party and Banks.

After you have established your worksheet, there are three ways to populate information into the
worksheet:
a)

Import a file, type or paste data directly into the cells provided. Validation is performed when you
run the upload or open the data-entry forms.

b)

Use the data-entry forms to enter the data into the worksheet. Information is validated and lists of
values are available.
The More4apps forms function in a similar way. Click on the following link to navigate to Common
User Instructions: Data Entry Forms

c) Download existing information by using one of the following options:
(i) Download form.
(ii) Download using sheet data (from criteria entered directly into the worksheet).
(iii) Custom Query Ribbon to run pre-defined queries.
You can then use one of the methods above to update information prior to loading into Oracle. For detailed
instructions refer to the Download Customer Information section.
Column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. DO NOT insert or delete
rows before row 11 (Default Values row 10). The case of the column names is not important but
spelling is. If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted the column as far as the
program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide, or even delete them if they
are not required. Whenever you open a form or run the upload, the program determines the positions
of all the ‘named’ columns. If you duplicate a column header, the first one will prevail (the program
searches from right to left).
Create a Worksheet for the required Mode
Create a worksheet for the required mode by clicking the ‘Select Template’ icon on the Customer Wizard
ribbon:

The ‘Generate template’ form will open to select the required Mode:
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If you have not already logged in, the Login screen will come up first asking you to Login.
section: Logging In and Out

Refer to

Create a new sheet, by clicking the ‘Create New’ button on the ‘Generate template’ form and this will open
a new worksheet.
In the new worksheet double-click on a row you wish to enter data and this will open the form, or
alternatively click the ‘Forms’ icon on the ribbon and select the required Form from the LOVs.
The following sections explain each Mode in detail.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Customer Mode
Party Mode
Banks Mode
Using [BLANK] Functionality
Default Values
Download Customer Information

Customer Mode
This mode can be used to create new Customer Accounts and their Party information at the same time,
or to create new Customer Accounts on existing Parties.
If during upload the Wizard determines the Party in the worksheet already exists in Oracle EBS, the
Account will be automatically assigned to that Party.
Important

If you want to add an Account to an existing Party, but only have the Party Name on
the row the Wizard will create a new Party as well as the Account.
To ensure the correct linkage is created the Party ID and/or the Party Number must
exist on the same row as the Customer Account information.

Customer mode consists of Customer and Site sections as below:
Section
Customer

Subsection

EBS Version

Customer

11 and 12

Order Management

11 and 12

SIC

11 and 12

Marketing

11 and 12

Customer DFF

11 and 12

Global Customer DFF

11 and 12
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Party DFF
Customer Attachments
Customer Profile

11 and 12
11 and 12

Customer Profile

11 and 12

Customer Profile Doc Printing

11 and 12

Customer Profile DFF

11 and 12

Customer Profile Global DFF

11 and 12

Customer Profile Org Extension

11 and 12

Customer Profile Amount

11 and 12

Customer Classifications

12 Only

Customer Contact

Customer Contact

11 and 12

Contact DFF

11 and 12

Customer Contact Role

11 and 12

Customer Contact Communication

11 and 12

Customer Contact Address

11 and 12

Customer Communication

11 and 12

Customer Relationship

12 Only

Customer Payment Method

12 Only

Customer Credit Card

12 Only

Party Site

Account Site

Party Site

11 and 12

Address

11 and 12

Party Site DFF

11 and 12

Account Site

11 and 12

Account Site DFF

11 and 12

Account Site Global DFF

11 and 12
11 and 12

Site Use
Site Use Profile

Site Use

11 and 12

Site Use DFF

11 and 12

Site Use Profile

11 and 12

Site Use Profile Doc Printing

11 and 12

Site Use Profile DFF

11 and 12

Site Use Profile Global DFF

11 and 12

Site Use Profile Amount
Site Contact

11 and 12
Site Contact

11 and 12

Contact DFF

11 and 12

Site Contact Role

11 and 12

Site Contact Communication

11 and 12

Site Contact Address

11 and 12

Site Communication

11 and 12

Site Use Payment Method

12 only

Site Use Credit Card

12 only

Customer Template/Mode has separate forms for each section.
Within each section the user can open the relevant form. The form that displays when double-clicking a
cell will be dependent on your cursor position in the worksheet. If your cursor is in the ‘Customer’ section
of the worksheet then the Customer form will appear. If your cursor is in one of the ‘Site’ sections of the
worksheet then the applicable Site form will appear.
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Forms
Customer Form

Party Site Form
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Account Site Form
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You will note a number of tabs are available on both the Customer and Site forms. If no columns for a
particular section are present in the worksheet then the fields in that section will be greyed out in the form.
Select ‘Ok’ to close the form and write the details into your worksheet. The ‘Cancel’ button will ignore the
details entered and return you to the worksheet.

Update Existing Customer/Account Site
The Wizard uses the Oracle Public Trading Community Architecture Update APIs to change the records.
These APIs use an object version number to determine the correct record to update. Consequently, the
Wizard requires the individual record IDs for the section you are updating in order to update the correct
record. If these are removed prior to an update, the Wizard will not know which record to update and
will error.
The easiest way to obtain the relevant IDs is to download the Customer and/or Sites. The download will
populate all the ID columns as long as they have been included in the current worksheet. If the ID column
is not included on the current worksheet, then the IDs will not download and you will be unable to update
the records.
Key changes directly into the worksheet or open the form to make the changes before uploading.
To update a customer or site details, ensure the Upload Mode in the worksheet is either ‘Update’ or ‘Update
All’.

Create a new Customer Account against an existing Party
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When creating a new Customer Account against an existing Party, enter either the Party ID OR the Party
Number, ‘Create’ as the upload action and populate the Party Type and an Account Name. See the below
examples prior to upload.

After upload, note the Party ID is the same.
In the below example you can see that you can also create without an Account name, and also with the
Party Name populated.

See the account numbers downloaded to verify the accounts were created against the same party (below).
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Add new Data to Existing Customer/Site
To add new data to an existing Customer or Site ensure the ‘Upload Mode’ in the worksheet or form is
either ‘Update’ or ‘Update All’.
Download the existing record and add the additional details either using the form or entering the details
directly into the worksheet.

Customer Profile Org Extension
Customer Wizard supports extensible attributes. If these have been set up against the Customer Profile,
these can be entered in this section.

Customer Profile Amounts/Site Use Profile Amounts
When creating new profile amounts against an existing site the 'Profile Class' (Profile Transaction
section) must already exist against the site. The Customer Profile transaction is created automatically
when the customer is created so this issue does not exist at the customer level.
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The ‘Profile Class’ is usually created when the 'Site Use' is created (Bill To or Ship To) and cannot be
added to an existing Customer or Site using the Wizard.
The following ‘Profile Amount’ columns are not available in R11. They are only available in R12 across
the Customer Account and Customer Account Site:
Customer Account

Customer Account Site Use

Charge Rate Type

Site Use Charge Rate Type

Interest Charge Type

Site Use Interest Charge Type

Interest Charge Amt

Site Use Interest Charge Amt

Interest Charge Sch

Site Use Interest Charge Sch

Penalty Charge Type

Site Use Penalty Charge Type

Penalty Charge Rate

Site Use Penalty Charge Rate

Penalty Charge Amt

Site Use Penalty Charge Amt

Penalty Charge Sch

Site Use Penalty Charge Sch

Min Inv Overdue Type

Site Use Min Inv Overdue Type

Min Inv Overdue Per

Site Use Min Inv Overdue Per

Min Cust Overdue Type

Site Use Min Cust Overdue Type

Min Cust Overdue Per

Site Use Min Cust Overdue Per

Min Late Charge

Site Use Min Late Charge

Columns in the Profile Amount and Site Use Profile Amounts sections that reference a type, need to have
the corresponding ‘Type’ column populated – for example:
If ‘Interest Charge Type’ of ‘Fixed Amount’ has been selected, the dependent column is ‘Site Use Interest
Charge Amt’.
If ‘Interest Charge Type’ of ‘Fixed Rate’ has been selected, the dependent column is ‘Site Use Interest
Charge Rate’.
If you need to update the ‘Type’ from Amount to Rate for example, you also need to populate the
corresponding Rate field and clear the corresponding amount column. You can only clear this column by
entering [BLANK], or the value is not updated and there is a conflict which will return an error.
Before Changes

Updated with Fixed Rate for the first Currency and clearing the Amt

Communication Sections
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There are four communication sections in Customer Mode:
•
•
•

•

Customer Contact Communication (Customer Account Level)
Customer Communication (Party/Customer Level)
Site Contact Communication (Account Site Contact Level)
Site Communication (Account Site Level)

In each row the CC Point Type drives which record is created/updated. Telephone, Email or URL are
valid CC Point Types in the Wizard and the corresponding field for the point type must be entered.
Please note that a new line is required for each Telephone, Email or URL record added, please refer to
the illustration below for the correct layout:

If a point type of ‘Phone’ is entered and all phone, email and URL details are entered on that line, only
the phone details will be uploaded and no error will be returned, so it may appear that the email and
URL have been created, but as the CC Point Type was not Email or URL, these are ignored, unless they
are on their own line as above. See below for an example of the incorrect layout:

In this example, only the email address will be uploaded to Oracle even though the phone details and
URL have been provided as the CC Point Type is ‘Email’.

Sharing Account Site Addresses
There is often a need to create a new Account Site in a different Operating Unit and share the same
Address as an existing Account Site in another Operating Unit
Please note that as a background process, Oracle uses the Address (location) and Party Site in the
creating or updating of an Account Site. As More4apps uses the public APIs these sections need to be
visible and entered as above to create/update Account Sites

Create new Customer and Account Sites
This can be achieved by the following steps:
1. Enter Customer details as required.
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2. Enter the Party Site and Address details.

3. Enter Account Site Details for Operating Unit 1 and Operating Unit 2.

4. Upload.
5. The Customer, Party Site and Account Site 1 have been created, Account Site 2 has been created
in Operating Unit 2 using the same address and Account Site 1.
Customer

Party Site and Account Sites

6. Perform a download using Account Site ID for Operating Unit 2 to confirm that the same address
was used.
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Please note: In a Multi-Org Access Controlled Responsibility this can be done in one upload. If
using a Single Org Responsibility, the row for the first Operating Unit must be uploaded, then you
will need to switch responsibilities using the ‘About’ screen

Link new Account Sites Address to existing Account Site Address
This can be achieved one of two ways:
a) Using Downloaded Data
1. Perform a download via the form or sheet to return the Customer Account that has the Site
Account whose address is to be shared.
2. Note the Party Site ID, Party Site Name and Party Site Number are populated (At least one
of these must be available for use to share addresses), note the existing Account Site and
Operating Unit.

3. In Account Site, Enter Create, the Operating Unit to share the address to and any other
relevant details.

4. Upload.
5. The new Account Site has been created in the different Operating Unit, using the same
address as the existing Account Site and an Account Site ID assigned.

6. Perform a download using Account Site ID for Operating Unit 2 to confirm that the same
address was used.
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b) Using Manually entered IDs/Data
1. If known, enter the Customer ID.

2. If known, enter Party Site ID, Party Site Name and/or Party Site Number are populated.

3. Notes:
At least one of these must be available for use to share addresses.
Party Site ID is the driving column, but this can be derived from the Party Site Name and/or
Party Site Number if not known.
4. In Account Site, Enter Create, the Operating Unit to share the address to and any other
relevant details.

5. Upload.
6. The new Account Site has been created in the different Operating Unit, using the same
address as the existing Account Site and an Account Site ID assigned.

7. Perform a download using Account Site ID for Operating Unit 2 to confirm that the same
address was used.
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Linking Site Use ‘Ship To’ Location to Site Use ‘Bill To’ Location
When creating Ship To records to link to a Bill To location (for an existing or new site) you can use the
‘Site Use Bill To Site Number’ column to uniquely identify a location where the address is duplicated.
The ‘Site Use Location’ can be populated or left blank.
Notes: If using the data entry form, the ‘Site Use Bill to Site Number’ LOV contains Party Site Number,
Location, City and Country as a reference to select the relevant Party Site Number.

If using the sheet, the correct ‘Site Use Bill to Site Number’ to link to the Ship To will need to be known
and entered.
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Customer Payment Method/Site Use Payment Method
Payment Method details can only be created or updated for R12. If there is no ‘Bill To’ business purpose,
the Site form will allow you to enter a payment method but when you close the form the details will not
be written to the worksheet.
In 11i the Customer and Site forms will not display a Payment Method tab (even if the columns are in
the worksheet) as these details can only be uploaded for R12. If you enter the payment method details
directly into your worksheet and upload the details these will be ignored by the interface and no error
message will be returned.

Customer Credit Card/Site Use Credit Card
Credit Card details can only be created or updated for R12.
Note: When Customer/Site Use Credit Card Upload Mode = ‘Create’ and an existing credit card number
is entered for that Customer/Site Use, Oracle will treat this as an update and update the existing record.
A true create will only be loaded against a unique credit card number.
Refer
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Party Mode
This mode can be used to create new Parties and Party Sites.
Party mode consists of Party and Party Site sections as below:
Section
Party

Subsection
Party
Party DFF

Profile Org Extension

Profile Org Extension

Party Site

Party Site
Party Site DFF

Party Site Extension

Party Site Extension

Party Site Use

Party Site Use

Party Relationship

Party Relationship

Party Template/Mode has separate forms for each section.
Within each section the user can open the relevant form. If double-clicking to open the form, the form
that displays will be dependent on your cursor position in the worksheet. If your cursor is in the ‘Party’
section of the worksheet then the Party form will appear. If your cursor is in the ‘Party Site’ section of
the worksheet then the Party Site form will appear.
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Forms
Party Form

Party Site Form
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Party Site Use Form
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Party Relationship Form
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You will note there is sometimes more than one tab available on both the Party and Party Site forms. If no
columns for a particular section are present in the worksheet then the fields in that section will be greyed
out in the form (e.g. ‘Relationship Comments’ field in the screenshot above).
Select ‘Ok’ to close the form and write the details into your worksheet. The ‘Cancel’ button will ignore the
details entered and return you to the worksheet.

Update Existing Party/Site
The Wizard uses the Oracle Public Trading Community Architecture Update APIs to change the records.
These APIs use an object version number to determine the correct record to update. Consequently, the
Wizard requires the individual record IDs for the section you are updating in order to update the correct
record. If these are removed prior to an update, the Wizard will not know which record to update and
will error.
The easiest way to obtain the relevant IDs is to download the Party and/or Party Site. The download
will populate all the ID columns as long as they have been included in the current worksheet. If the ID
column is not included on the current worksheet, then the IDs will not be downloaded and you will be
unable to update the records.
Key changes directly into the worksheet or open the form to make the changes before uploading.
To update party or site details, ensure the Upload Mode in the worksheet is either ‘Update’ or ‘Update
All’.
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Add new Data to Existing Party/Site
To add new data to an existing Party or Site ensure the ‘Upload Mode’ in the worksheet or form is either
‘Update’ or ‘Update All’.
Download the existing record and add the additional details either using the form or entering the details
directly into the worksheet.

Profile Org Extension/Party Site Extension
Customer Wizard supports extensible attributes. If these have been set up against the Profile or Party
Site, these can be entered in this section and uploaded
Refer
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Banks Mode
This mode can be used to create and update Bank Accounts, Bank Owners, Bank Assignment and Debit
Authorizations and is only available for EBS R12.
This is a standalone mode as there are complexities with linking the Bank to the Bank Owner, the Oracle
public API automatically assigns this if it is linked to an existing customer record, however, if there is a
customer record AND a user tries to Add that same customer as Bank Owner, this causes issues which
calls for a two-step process.
In this mode the Bank is the header record and then it is linked to a Bank Owner.
Banks Mode consists of the following sections relating to Banks, as below:
•
•
•
•

Bank Account
Bank Owner
Bank Assignment
Debit Authorizations

Banks Template/Mode has separate forms for each section.
Within each section the user can open the relevant form. If double-clicking to open the form, the form
that displays will be dependent on your cursor position in the worksheet. If your cursor is in the ‘Bank
Account’ section of the worksheet then the Bank Account form will appear. If your cursor is in the ‘Debit
Authorizations’ section of the worksheet then the ‘Debit Authorizations’ form will appear.
Refer to section: Template/Mode Types
Refer to section: Customer Mode
Refer to section: Party Mode

Forms
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Bank Account Form

Bank Owner Form
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Bank Assignment Form
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Debit Authorizations Form
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Bank Accounts
Only the bank account can be created in Customer Wizard. However, More4apps also provide a loader to
create new Banks and Branches.
See https://more4apps.com/products/ebs-toolbox/procure-to-pay/banks-and-branches-loader/ for more
Information.
Bank Accounts can be created or updated, by selecting the applicable Upload Mode. You can refine the by
the Country, Bank or Branch. But, if you have a unique Branch, then this can be entered as a minimum.
If the wizard identifies that this is not unique and only the Branch is entered, on validation the wizard
will present a message to further refine your data.
At this point, if only the Bank Account section is uploaded, this will not yet be assigned to a Customer until
this is done in Oracle or via the Bank Owner section of the Wizard.

Bank Owner
The owner of the Bank Account, there can be multiple Bank Account Owners.
Select and enter one or more Bank Account owners in this section or make an update to an existing Bank
Owner.
Note: There must be a bank account being created at the same time, or an ID of an existing account in the
Bank Account ID column for this section to upload successfully. The ID can be retrieved by downloading
the Bank Account.
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Bank Assignment
Assign the Bank to a Customer or Site Use or update an existing assignment. If Assigned to a Site Use,
the Site Use must have a Business Purpose of Bill To. You can also select an Operating Unit. This section
supports Multi-Org Access Control if logged in with a responsibility with Multi-Org Access Control enabled.
If assigning to a Customer, the Operating Unit and Bill To Location are redundant.
Note: There must be a bank owner being created at the same time, or an ID of an existing bank owner
in the Bank Acc Owner ID column for this section to upload successfully. The ID can be retrieved by
downloading the Bank Owner.

Debit Authorization
Create a direct debit for the associated bank account.
Note: There must be a bank account and a bank owner being created at the same time, or an ID of an
existing bank account and bank owner in the Bank Account ID and Bank Acc Owner ID columns for this
section to upload successfully. The IDs can be retrieved by downloading the Bank Account and Bank
Owner.
Note - When an update of the following fields is performed:
Debit Auth Unique Auth Ref ID
Debit Auth Payee Legal Entity
Debit Auth Payee Identifier
A new record will be created rather than an update. This is a constraint of the Oracle Public API.
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Using [BLANK] Functionality
You can make fields blank in Oracle by using the [BLANK] functionality in Customer Wizard.
If you wish to override a field in Oracle with a null, you must enter ‘[BLANK]’ in the cell before you
upload. If the cell is left blank in the worksheet the API will not interpret this as a command to remove
the value from the database record and the value will persist.
Note - You should not use this functionality on any mandatory field values.
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In the example above the Site Address was downloaded into the first row. The second row shows how to
remove the ‘Site Address3’ value from the database as it will now exist in the ‘Site Address2’ field after
upload.
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Default Values
Row 10 of the Wizard is reserved for Default Values. Any data rows below Row 10 will be populated with
default values if they are blank. This occurs when validation is initiated on the worksheet and also when
the data entry form is opened.
Any values that exist in the Default Values (Row10) where the column is hidden, will default to your data
entry rows.
Standard validation will apply if the defaulted value is not valid for the field.
Please note: The defaults will only apply if at least one column in that section already contains data
Default data can be derived from either:
Any manually entered value

A formula i.e. =TODAY()

A Profile Option i.e. PROFILE: <Profile Name>
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You can also use a mixture of value, formula and profile.
Note: A PROFILE query must be prefixed with PROFILE: otherwise an error will be returned.
<Profile Name> is the profile name and not the 'User Profile Name' value. For example: the profile: GL
Ledger ID has a profile name of 'GL_SET_OF_BKS_ID'

Download Customer Information
One of the most powerful features of Customer Wizard is the ability to extract/download information
from Oracle and use it as the basis for new information.
There are three methods provided by the Customer Wizard to download existing information into your
worksheet from Oracle:
• Method 1 - Use a Download Form which provides multiple criteria for you to target the required
customer lists.
• Method 2 – Use the Download using Sheet Data option and enter multiple criteria into your
worksheet to download based on the data entered.
• Method 3 – Use the Custom Query Tab. This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries created
by their Administrators where they are assigned to the same Oracle Responsibility being used in the
Wizard.
Each method will return data depending on the criteria entered. This provides the ability to download
existing customer information into the Wizard worksheet. Information can then be modified to create
new customer records or update existing customer records.
Customer Wizard uses many columns and it is sometimes hard to identify what data goes where. A
download is a fast and effective way to illustrate what data goes in what column. Consequently, it is a
good idea to use an existing customer as a template for future customers.
Refer to section: Download Form
Refer to section: Download using Sheet Data
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab

Download Form
This option provides a form where multiple search criteria can be used for data matching. It uses the
criteria to find the correct Customer/Party/Bank information that matches the criteria and then downloads
everything for those Customers, Party or Bank (dependent on the columns in the active sheet at that time).
Data can be entered in the following form fields to refine the records returned:
Customer Mode
Customer Download Tab
Account Number

Party Mode
Party Download Tab
Party Type

Banks Mode
Bank Download Tab
Bank Country
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Account Number To

Party Active

Bank Name

Account Name

Party Number

Bank Number

Account Name To

Party Number To

Branch Name

Party Number

Party Name

Branch Number

Party Number To

Party Name To

Bank Account Name

Party Name

First Name

Bank Account Number

Party Name To

Middle Name

Customer Name

Party Type

Last Name

Customer Number

Party Status

Tax Reference

Site Use Bill To Location

Customer Type

Party Site Download Tab

Customer Class

Party Site Number

Category

Party Site Number To

Customer Status

Party Site Name

Price List

Party Site Active

Sales Channel

Party Site Country

SIC Code

Party Sites Address1-4

Customer Original Ref

Party Site Use Type

Customer Contact Active
Site Download Tab
Site Operating Unit
Party Site Number
Party Site Name
Site Status
Site Country
Adddress1 – Address4
Site Category
Site Original Reference
Site Contact Active
Site Use Download Tab
Site Use Usage
Site Use Location
Site Use Status
Site Primary Sales Rep
To access the form, position the cursor somewhere in the sheet below row 10. The data will be downloaded
at this point, pushing all existing rows downwards.
Click the ‘Download’ icon and select the ‘Download Form’ option as shown below:

This opens the ‘Download Form’ dependent on what Template/worksheet the user is working with:
Customer Download Form Example:
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Party Download Form Example:
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Banks Download Form Example:
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Enter criteria into one or more of the fields on the Download Form, to select the required customer
information. You may use the wildcard character ‘%’ to increase the search capacity.
Click on the ‘Download’ button on the form and the customer information that meets the criteria will be
extracted into the worksheet.
Click ‘Clear’ to clear all values in the form or ‘Cancel’ to close the form.
Update this information by keying directly into the fields or double-click in a cell to open the data-entry
form.
Refer to section: Download Customer Information
Refer to section: Download using Sheet Data
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab

Download using Sheet Data
Data can be entered directly into the worksheet and used as a basis to download the Customer/Site/
Bank which meets the entered criteria; it reduces the results in the section that the criterion relates to.
Consequently if you include criteria at the Site Use and Profile level then the record in that area will be
restricted by the criteria that relates to that section
e.g. If you have a Site that has three Site Usages (Bill To, Ship To and Dunning) and you use the criteria
of Bill To for the site usage:
- The ‘Download Form’ will return all three Site usages
- The ‘Download using sheet data’ will return 1 Site use (Bill To)
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Data can be entered in the following worksheet columns to refine the records returned:
Customer Mode

Party Mode

Banks Mode

Party ID

Party ID

Bank Account ID

Customer ID

Party Type

Bank Country

Party Type

Party Active

Bank Name

Party Active

Party Name

Bank Number

Party Name

Party Number

Branch Name

Party Number

First Name

Branch Number

Account Name

Last Name

Bank Account Name

Account Number

Middle Name

Bank Account Number

Original Reference

Tax Registration Num

Customer Name Acc Owner

Customer Attribute1-20

Site Location ID

Customer Number Acc Owner

Profile Class

Party Site ID

Bank Site Operating Unit

Profile Collector

Party Site Name

Site Use Bill To Location

Cust Site ID

Party Site Number

Party Site ID
Site Operating Unit
Party Site Name
Party Site Number
Profile Class
Site Address1-4
Site City
Site State
Site County
Site Use Usage
Site Use Profile Class
Site Use Profile Collector
Site Primary Sales Rep
Site Use Active

On your worksheet enter values in the appropriate column(s), as indicated above, to define the records
to be downloaded.
Note: All of the criteria must be on the same line.
All other criteria (available for this method of download) appears as a separate column in the
worksheet. Where multiple columns are entered, then only records which are true for all criteria will be
downloaded into your workbook.
Records will be downloaded into your worksheet based on the criteria entered on your worksheet.
Note: Some of the download criteria differs between the form and the sheet.
Refer to section: Download Form
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Refer to section: Custom Query Tab
Refer to section: Using [BLANK] Functionality

Custom Query Tab
Customer Wizard has our latest flexible downloading option available in a separate 'Custom Query' ribbon.

Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon for more information on each button.
This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries created by their Administrators where they are assigned
to the same Oracle Responsibility being used in the Wizard.
This powerful download option enables the simple mapping of Oracle E-Business Suite data directly into
the appropriate Wizard columns, making subsequent uploading a breeze.
The pre-defined queries can include run-time filters or you can add you own additional filters before
downloading the data.

There are three main user buttons available on the Custom Query ribbon:

a) Download Form - Where additional filters can be added using a form.
b) Download from Sheet - Where sheet criteria is used for additional download filters.
c)

Print Column Headers - Where the column headers are printed to the worksheet.

Note - The other two buttons in the 'Manage Queries' section on the ribbon are only available to users
with System Administrator access:

Information on how to use these options to Create, Maintain, and Assign Query Sets, can be
found on the More4apps website Common User Instructions: Custom Query Add-In
This functionality can be suppressed by setting the profile option ‘More4Apps: CW Suppress Custom Query
Functionality’ to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level.
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When this profile option is set (at the appropriate level) selection of any custom query icon will produce
a message of ‘The custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please
contact your System Administrator’.
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers

Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Use the Download form to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional filters that
don't exist in the query definition.
1. Select ‘Download Form’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

2.

Choose the Query Set from the dropdown list provided.

3. On the ‘Settings’ tab indicate if you will be using existing Column Headers and if so in what row they
are held. If using your existing worksheet they will be in row 9.

4. Add a filter first and then complete the appropriate details in the filter fields for each query and click
the ‘Add’ button to create the run-time filter.
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The filter will be added to the filter box and you can add more filters as required or you can choose
to enter no filters.
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5. Click the ‘Download’ button to retrieve the records based on your selected Query Set.
Note - To ensure data is downloaded into the appropriate columns in the sheet, ensure your System
Administrator uses column aliases in the select statement that map exactly to Wizard columns.
For example, this Wizard column can be aliased using either of these formats:

select name "Batch Name" from gl_je_batches
select name batch_name from gl_je_batches
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers

Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet
Use the 'Download from Sheet' option to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional
filters by using data entered in Wizard columns:
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1. If the worksheet doesn’t already have the column headings, follow the step below, otherwise skip to
Step 2.
Select ‘Print Column Headers’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

Select the ‘Query Set’ and confirm the row number to print the headings on:

Click ‘Continue’ to print the column headings from your Query Set into the nominated row.
Note – If copying into a More4apps Wizard, the Column Headings MUST be on Row 9.
2. Click on a blank row below the column headings. Be sure to click below the ‘Default Values’ (Row
10) if you are intending to download the data into a More4apps Wizard template.
3. If you want to apply a filter to your download, enter the details in the appropriate column of your
worksheet and highlight the rows covering these details as shown in the following screenshot.
Enter your filter data in the appropriate Wizard columns on the same row.
Example Screenshot Price List Wizard:

4. Click the ‘Download from Sheet’ button on the Custom Query ribbon.
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5. Choose the appropriate Query Set and click ‘Download’ to write the data to the worksheet.

Note – The column names used by the query are dictated by the ‘Setting’ tab of the ‘Download
Form’ as illustrated below. This should be 9 if you are downloading to a Wizard template.

Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers

Custom Query Tab - Print Column Headers
Use the 'Print Column Headers' option to write the column names from the selected query into a worksheet.
This can be any worksheet and doesn't need to be in a Wizard format. It is a useful method to first create
column headers and then write data into the same sheet using either of the above 'Download' buttons.
1. Create a new Worksheet.
2. Click the 'Print Column Headers' button.

3. Select the appropriate Query Set and Row number to print the headings in.
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4. Click 'Continue' to write the column headings.
Note – Column headers are pasted into the nominated row commencing in column ‘A’.
5. You can now use the download options to write information into the sheet.
Note the following:
(a) You will need to have your cursor below row 10.
(b) If you are using a ‘Non Wizard’ worksheet then you will need to dictate where you have created
the headings. For example in the screenshot above the headings will have been written to row 1
so you need to ensure the query uses this row to determine the column names. This is provided
on the ‘Settings’ tab of the Download form.
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query Tab - Download from Sheet

Upload Action Columns
Each section contains a column which provides the ability to choose if the section is to be created or
updated.
You can perform updates and creates in the same worksheet. There are exceptions, such as not being
able to perform updates on sections that have not yet been created, and dependencies between sections
which may require other information, the Wizard or the Oracle API will guide you with errors if you
encounter any of these exclusions/exceptions.
The following Actions are available to be selected:
•
•
•
•

Create
Create All
Update
Update All

Worksheet view
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Data Entry Form view
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‘Create’ Action
‘Update’ Action
Create and Update Actions in one Upload
‘Create’ Action Restrictions
Create new Customer Records based on existing Data

‘Create’ Action
Use ‘Create’ in a section to create a new record using the data in the corresponding section. All other
data in following sections for the same record will be ignored unless they have their corresponding
‘Action’ column populated.
Use ‘Create All’ to automatically also create records using following section data for that customer
without having to populate ‘Create’ in each individual section.
Refer
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‘Update’ Action
Create and Update Actions in one Upload
‘Create’ Action Restrictions
Create new Customer Records based on existing Data

Create
When performing a ‘Create’ Action you can elect to create records for specific sections. For example,
you may want to create a new customer account record and a party site, but not any account site or
site use information yet.
To achieve the above example, enter ‘Create’ into the ‘Customer Action’ column cell on the applicable
row, and do the same for the ‘Party Site Action’, leaving the ‘Account Site Action’ and ‘Site Use Action’
columns blank.
After Upload/validation only the Customer Account and Party Site will be created, even if there was
data in the Account Site and Site Use section.
Notes:
a) If there are any Accepted Statuses for the sections with the ‘Create’ action populated, these will
be ignored for upload as the Wizard uses these statuses to determine if the record has already
been uploaded. If there is no Accepted status the record will be considered for upload.
After upload, the Wizard returns the message ‘Upload completed. Records that previously had
a status of Accepted or Pending were not uploaded.’ And the Customer and Site records are not
uploaded.’
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b) If there are any IDs in the ID columns of a section that has a ‘Create’ action, the Wizard will also
error as this indicates that the record already exists and therefore, cannot be created.
IDs usually populate to these columns as a result of a download or residual data.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is Create and the ‘Party Site Action’ is Create, but
there are IDs in both the Party Site ID and Customer ID columns and no Accepted statuses are
present.
The Wizard returns messages referring to the account IDs not being unique. This infers that
the IDs need to be removed if the intention is to create a record, or you need to change the
Customer Action to ‘Update’ to update the existing record.

Create All
When performing a ‘Create All’ Action you can elect to create records for all sections for a particular
customer across multiple rows. For example, you may want to create a new customer account
record, two party sites linked to account sites.
Enter ‘Create All’ into the ‘Customer Action’ column cell on the applicable row, and leave the ‘Party
Site Action’, ‘Account Site Action’ columns blank for the remaining rows. On Upload/validation the
Customer Account, Party Sites and Account Sites will inherit the Create All action and be created.
Any section related to that customer will be created if the section has valid data.
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Notes:
a) This is based on a parent/child relationship. If the above scenario exists and you have an existing
customer and multiple customer account sites to create, Enter Create All in the first row of the
site section, and the following sections will inherit the Create All action and so on.
b) If there are any Accepted Statuses for the sections with the ‘Create All’ action populated,
these will be ignored for upload as the wizard uses these statuses to determine if the record
has already been uploaded. If there is no Accepted status the record(s) will be considered for
upload.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is Create All, but there is an Accepted status in the
‘Party Site Status’ column.
After upload the Party Site Section has inherited the ‘Create All’ action, the Wizard returns the
message ‘Upload completed. Records that previously had a status of Accepted or Pending were
not uploaded.’ and the party site record is not uploaded.

c)

If there are any IDs in the ID columns of the section that has a ‘Create All’ action, the Wizard will
also error as this indicates that the record already exists and cannot be created.
IDs usually populate to these columns as a result of a download/residual data.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is Create All and the ‘Party Site Action’ is blank, but
there are IDs in both the Party Site ID and Customer ID columns and no Accepted statuses.
The Wizard returns messages referring to the account IDs not being unique. This infers that
the IDs need to be removed if the intention is to create a record, or you need to change the
Customer Action to ‘Update’ to update the existing record. Note that the Create All has been
inherited by the Party Site section and is now populated where it was blank prior to upload.
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‘Update’ Action
Use ‘Update’ in a section to update an existing record. All other data in following sections for the same
record will be ignored unless they have their corresponding ‘Action’ column populated.
Use ‘Update All’ to automatically update records using following section data for that customer without
having to populate ‘Update’ in each individual section. Update uses the existing ID populated in that
section to identify which record to update. In order to do this, IDs must be on the sheet. This is
usually achieved by downloading the existing record to the sheet, and the IDs are also downloaded and
populated.
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Update
When performing an ‘Update’ Action you can elect to update records for specific sections. For
example, you may want to update an account site record but not any site uses at this point. Enter
‘Update’ into the ‘Account Site Action’ column cell on the applicable row, and leave the ‘Site Use
Action’ column blank. On Upload, only the customer account site will be updated, even if there was
data in the Site Use section.
Notes:
a) If there are any Accepted Statuses for the sections with the ‘Update’ action populated, these will
be ignored for upload as the wizard uses these statuses to determine if the record has already
been uploaded. If there is no Accepted status the record will be considered for upload.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is Update and the ‘Party Site Action’ is Update, but
there is an Accepted status in the ‘Party Site Status’ column.
The Wizard returns the message ‘Upload completed. Records that previously had a status of
‘Accepted’ or ‘Pending’ were not uploaded.’ And the Site record is not uploaded.
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b) If there are no IDs in the ID columns of the section that has a ‘Update’ action, the Wizard will
also error as this indicates that the record does not exist and therefore, cannot be updated. The
correct IDs can be populated by downloading.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is Update and the ‘Site Action’ is Update, but there
are no IDs in both the Party ID and Customer ID columns and no Accepted statuses
The Wizard returns messages referring to the IDs not being found. This infers that the IDs need
to be populated if the intention is to update a record, or you need to change the Customer Action
to ‘Create’ to create a new record.

Update All
When performing an ‘Update All’ Action you can elect to update records for all sections and rows
related to that customer. For example, you may want to update a customer account record, a Party
Site and Account Site information. You would enter ‘Update All’ into the ‘Customer Action’ column cell
on the applicable row, and leave the ‘Party Site Action and the Account Site Action’ columns blank.
On upload the Customer Account, Party Site and Account Site will inherit the ‘Update All’ action and
be updated. Any sections will be updated if the section has valid data.
Notes:
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a) This is based on a parent/child relationship. If the above scenario exists, where the customer
exists and you have multiple customer account sites to update, you will need to enter ‘Update All’
for the next site row, and the following sections will inherit the update all action and so on.
b) If there are any Accepted Statuses for the section with the ‘Update All’ action populated, this will
be ignored for upload as the wizard uses these statuses to determine if the record has already
been uploaded. If there is no Accepted status the record will be considered for upload.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is Update All, but there is an Accepted status in the
‘Party Site Status’ column.
After upload the site section inherits the ‘Update All’ action and the Wizard returns the message
‘Upload completed. Records that previously had a status of Accepted or Pending were not
uploaded.’ and the site record is not uploaded.

c)

If there are no IDs in the ID columns of the section that has an ‘Update All’ action, the Wizard
will also error as this indicates that the record does not exist and cannot be updated. IDs usually
populate to these columns as a result of a download/residual data.
In the example below, the ‘Customer Action’ is ‘Update All’, but there are no IDs in both the Party
ID and Customer ID columns.
The Wizard returns messages referring to the IDs not being found. This infers that the IDs
need to be populated to the sheet -if the intention is to update a record (either by download
or manually if known), or you need to change the Customer Action to ‘Create’ to create a new
record. Note that the Update All has been inherited by the Party Site Action column and is now
populated where it was blank prior to upload.
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Create and Update Actions in one Upload
You can have combinations of Creates and Updates in one upload, this can be across one or many
customers.
For example, A Customer exists, but an account site does not, to make a change to the Customer Name,
and create a new account site in the same upload, simply download the existing Customer, enter the
‘Customer Action’ as ‘Update’ and make your change, enter the ‘Party Site Action’ as ‘Create’ and ‘Account
Site Action’ as ‘Create’ and enter your details. After upload the Customer record is updated and the new
party site and account site are created.
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‘Create’ Action Restrictions
If the ‘Create’ or ‘Create All’ option is not available to the user then the ‘More4Apps: CW Allowed to Create’
profile option has been set to ‘No’.
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Refer to the Profile Options section for more details on this profile option.
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Create new Customer Records based on existing Data
Download an existing customer and using this as the basis for creating a new customer. Downloading
an existing customer is covered in the Download Customer Information section of this document.
When creating a new customer using downloaded data from an existing customer, you need to clear the
ID’s of the downloaded records as the Wizard will fail to create new records if ID values exist for the
record(s) being processed.

After clearing the IDs for all records, modify the details as appropriate. The records will then be ready
for uploading.
Adding new Data to a Section
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When you have an existing customer and you want to add some data to a section, for example a new
Contact, you need to download the customer record so that the associated customer and/or Site IDs are
downloaded.
Duplicate Party Name and/or Account Name
Under normal circumstances the Wizard will not allow the creation of customers with the same Party Name
and/or Account Name.
There is however a facility to override this by setting the Profile Options in Oracle. For more details please
refer to the Profile Options section of this document.
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Upload Records
To upload records, you have a choice to validate them first by using the ‘Validate’ icon on the Customer
Wizard ribbon. The choices are ‘Validate Selected’ which will validate as per rows selected, or ‘Validate
All’ which will validate all rows on the sheet.

Validation will be performed on every populated field and set any applicable default when an empty field
is encountered. This allows the user to perform a test run that validates the selected records but does
not upload the records.
The validations have been built into the Wizard, and do not include all errors which may be encountered
based on your instance of Oracle. Additional errors may therefore be returned when the ‘Upload’ is
performed.
Upload Records
Upload will perform validation as per the ‘Validate’ option but will continue to load the individual records.
Every validated record is sent to Oracle and a corresponding record ID is written to the worksheet when
successful.
There are two ways of selecting which records will be uploaded. Each method performs the same steps
within the selection; consequently, they only differ by the scope of the selection:
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• Upload Selected – Uploads a single or range of records as per the selection of rows with the cursor.
• Upload All – Uploads all unprocessed records on the worksheet.
Refer to section: Upload Single or Range of Records
Refer to section: Upload All Records
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Upload Single or Range of Records
Use the cursor to select your single or range of records to upload, making sure you have included the first
line of each record to be uploaded.
Customer Wizard looks through the spreadsheet only between the top and bottom of the range you have
indicated.
If you have selected a range and only included the first line of the last record to be uploaded, Customer
Wizard will continue past the end of the selected range if necessary, to complete the last record.
The columns selected are NOT important and entire rows do not need to be selected.
Example:
Select the rows to be uploaded.

Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload Selected’ indicated by the cursor on the ribbon.

The record(s) will be updated/created.
Refer to section: Upload All Records
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Upload All Records
To upload all records on your workbook, click the ‘Upload’ button and select ‘Upload All’ on the ribbon.
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This upload option ignores the cursor location and goes straight to row 11 to begin uploading the entire
sheet. It ignores any rows with Accepted data.
Refer to section: Upload Single or Range of Records
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Error Handling and Validation
There are two levels of validation:
• Worksheet Validation - The Wizard forms validate the data using lists of values, date formats, field
lengths and some other field level validation.
• Upload Validation - The upload process will perform the worksheet validation above as well as the
validation within the API.
Data keyed directly into the worksheet (not via the Wizard forms) will be validated when it is validated/
uploaded. If you wish to check anything before it is uploaded, you can also open the form and check
any fields which are displayed in red.
Invalid/Custom Column Colouring – The column header colour will change on any log in, form
initialization, upload or download (excluding Custom Query) when the column name does not match any
of the default Wizard columns or the custom template column names.
In this scenario the invalid column would look like this:

This functionality aids both the users and support in any instance where unexpected behaviour is
occurring in the Wizard.
This may also occur if a new version is received and a column has been renamed by More4apps, these
can be corrected by synchronizing the template. See Synchronize Template
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Status and Message Columns
During an upload, messages are displayed in a Processing form. The data is still validated and errors are
handled as per the form validation. Any invalid rows will not be uploaded.
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All worksheets will be created with a ‘Status’ and ‘Message’ column for each section.
Status
There is a ‘Status’ column for each section and this is used to record the progress of the record in each
section. These are found at the beginning of the worksheet to enable the user to determine if any issues
have been found. If an issue is found, double-click on the status to go to the appropriate section in the
workbook.
The Status may be:

Status

Blank

Status Explanation

Prior to running the validate/upload process where the status columns have
been cleared or the record has been entered manually through the forms.

Validated

All the information for this record has successfully passed the spreadsheet
validation with no errors (but has not been loaded into Oracle).

Accepted

All the information for this record has been successfully loaded into Oracle
Receivables.

Error

All the information for this record has not been successfully loaded into
Oracle Receivables.

Message
There is a ‘Messages’ column for each section and this is used to record any issues with the record for
each of the section(s). The ‘Messages’ column is held at the beginning of each section and will be ‘blank’
if no errors were found.
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To navigate to the error message double-click on the associated status with the error. This will take you
to the error message held at the beginning of the appropriate section.
Example - In the following example, the Party Site Status has errored.

If you have removed or renamed a compulsory column you will be informed.
Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading
Refer to section: Missing Section/Row Data

Correcting Errors and Reloading
If you have an Error status in any of the status columns, you need to read the appropriate section message
and investigate the data. The error message relates to data on the same row in the relevant section.
To correct the information either key directly into the worksheet; open the appropriate form and enter;
or select the appropriate value.
Once the data has been corrected you can choose to either upload one row, selected rows or the entire
worksheet.
Refer to section: Upload Records
Example
After double-clicking on the Error status the cursor navigates to the error message which is held at the
start of the relevant section. The field with an error is shown in red.

Either enter the data directly into the worksheet or double-click on the line and enter the details via the
form.
After correcting the details revalidate/upload the record.
Refer to section: Status and Message Columns
Refer to section: Missing Section/Row Data

Missing Section/Row Data
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All the rows related to one Customer need to be structured so that there are no blank rows between any
of the records for that customer. See the below illustration for an example of incorrect format.
Note: Status and ID columns have been hidden in this example

A customer is being created with two account sites that each have two site uses. However, row 13 has
no data. As the intention is to upload all of these sections for the same customer, the wizard will see
row 14 as a new customer as it has no data in the preceding row and error with ‘Party Site record in
row 14 is orphaned. Possible causes include a missing Customer record or blank row gap(s) above the
current record’ as it expects customer information.
Note: The section references in this error are dynamic, depending on the sections in question.

To resolve this error, either:
a) Remove the blank row if the below data is intended to be linked to the Customer above.
b) Populate the missing section data if this is a new parent row.
Refer to section: Status and Message Columns
Refer to section: Correcting Errors and Reloading

Extension Package
Purpose of the Extension Package
Customer Wizard includes an extension package (M4APS_CW_EXTENSION) that you can modify to meet
your unique validation requirements.
It is automatically installed by the Wizard if it doesn’t already exist in your instance and will contain no
additional code at this point in time.
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The Wizard will always callout to this package, however modifying the extension package is optional.
You can choose to have the extension package return an Error, either when validating or uploading, see the
example code below.

Modify the Extension Package
Modifying the extension package will require technical knowledge of PL/SQL (i.e. a developer or DBA resource)
as well as functional knowledge to determine the logic.
Included in the cw_install.zip file are the files (M4APS_CW_EXTENSION.pkb and
M4APS_CW_EXTENSION.pks). Make the necessary changes to the procedure. Compile the package into a
test instance and test your code updates thoroughly before compiling it into your production instance.
The extension package currently contains two procedures, one for creating customer records in Customer
mode and one for updating customer records in Customer mode. Therefore, the appropriate procedure must
be used depending on the action being taken.
Note: you will need to set the profile option ‘More4Apps: CW Enable Extension Pkg’ to ‘Yes’ at the
appropriate level – This profile is turned off by default. When set to ‘Yes’ it allows the customer to utilize
the extension package.
Example Code to return an Error and message to the Wizard

IF p_create_profile_amount = 'Y' AND p_cust_account_rec.comments is NULL THEN
x_status := 'E';
prefix*********
x_msg := 'You must add a comment when creating a customer with profile amount information.';
END IF;
Example Code to return a Warning message to the Wizard

IF p_cust_account_rec_type.status = 'I' THEN
x_msg := 'Cust Account is Inactive';
END IF;
Messaging returned from the Extension package to the wizard will be prefixed with ‘Extension Error:’ to
differentiate from the standard Customer Wizard validation and validation returned from the Oracle Public
APIs.
Note: Set the profile option ‘More4Apps: CW Enable Extension Pkg’ to ‘Yes’ to enable the extension call.
Refer to section: Profile Options

Ribbons
There are three ribbons for Customer Wizard:
•

Customer Wizard - Setup Ribbon is used to help set up the Wizard.

•

Customer Wizard Ribbon is used to carry out functions when working in your workbook.

•

Custom Query Ribbon is used to download records to Excel.
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The menus are also available using the right mouse click functionality within Excel. If you press the right
mouse button you will see the Customer Wizard ribbon options.

Refer to section: Customer Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Customer Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Customer Wizard - Setup Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Customer Wizard - Setup Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 and Later

Icon

Description/Functionality

Setup Visibility

Once your setup is done you may not want your users to change the
setup so you can hide the Setup Ribbon.
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There are three options:
Show at Start-up – The Setup menu always appears.
Hide at Start-up – The Setup menu is hidden but can be found
using:
View > Macros > ShowWizardToolbars and click ‘Run’.
Hide Permanently – The Setup menu is hidden and cannot be
displayed. Revert back to a copy of the original workbook to display
the menu or contact More4apps.
Alternatively, the user can raise a support case via More4apps
website and attach the Wizard being used, then More4apps will
reinstate the ribbon and return the version.

Login Method

Choose one of three methods for logging in:
Standard Login – Will use single sign-on where available.
Alternative Login – Will use application level sign-on.
Standard Login (SSO Bypass) – Will use single-sign-on Bypass.
This login method is available from Oracle EBS 11.5.9 onwards
and can be used if you have SSO installed but want to bypass the
SSO mechanism. The user will be authenticated to the internal
FND_USERS table rather than the external SSO.

Debug Upload

For the five ‘Debug Upload’ options mentioned below, the user will
be under instruction from More4apps Support (used for Support
purposes only). The default value is ‘Debug off’ unless instructed by
More4apps to change:
Debug off – Disables any of the above options that are enabled.
Debug mode – Turns on the More4apps debug facility to generate
debug messages to assist with product troubleshooting.
DB Trace mode – Generates a database trace for database Version
9i.
End to End Trace – Database trace generated for performance
analysis and product troubleshooting.
End to End Trace Unlimited Size - This option allows the
maximum size of trace files created whilst debugging to become
unlimited. This resolves the scenario when trace files are too large
that they were being truncated.
A message box will be displayed when this option is chosen allowing
the user to cancel and not set the trace off:
“Please only use this under More4apps advice. A very large trace
file may be created. If you are unsure, please use the End to End
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Trace’ option rather than the ‘End to End Trace Unlimited Size’
option”.
Refer to section: Common User Topics

Customize Logo

Show or Hide Template worksheet.
This sheet stores the current logo that is used by default in the
Wizard templates but can be changed at the user’s discretion.
Refer to section: Customize Logo

Store Password

You can protect your worksheet after data-entry to prevent further
changes. However, you must store the password in order to use the
upload/validate functions.
Click on this icon and store the password that you have used to
protect the worksheet.
For further information refer to
Common User Instructions: Worksheet Protection

Manage Templates

Export URL

This icon provides options to create new templates or modify
attributes of existing templates.
Refer to section: Manage Templates

Export Login Configuration Settings to New Sheet.
The login configuration allows you to store links to multiple
instances of Oracle Applications. Create a new blank sheet (insert
worksheet) and click on this button. The current login configuration
will be copied into cell A1. This can then be copied into another
workbook (into cell A1) and imported using the option below.

Import URL

Import Login Configuration Setting from Current Sheet.
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The login configuration that has been copied into cell A1 of the
current sheet will be used to set up the list of instances available in
this workbook.

Refer to section: Customer Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Customer Wizard Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Customer Wizard Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 and Later

Icon

Description/Functionality

Log In/Log Out

This will either log you into or out of EBS depending on your status
(terminate or reinstate your Oracle database connection).
The icon will change depending on your current status. If you are
currently logged in then the icon will show as ‘Log Out’. If you are
not logged in the icon will show as ‘Log In’.

About

The icon will display version and licensing information.
You need to click on this button to load a new licence key or
modify/add a user of the Wizard.

Show/Hide Login Info

Select Template

This button toggles the display of the ‘Login Info’ information on
the ribbon.

This icon will open the ‘Generate template’ form to select a
template created by your System Administrator.
This icon will change to display the type of template and template
name once selected.
Mode options are different types of records that can be recorded
using the Customer Wizard. Once an option is selected and the
fields customized you will only have the fields needed to carry out
that data upload.
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New Sheet

A new worksheet will be created based on the selected template.
If the Template is invalid or not yet selected, the ‘Generate
Template’ form will appear.

Forms

The ‘Forms’ icon opens the ‘Available Forms’ to choose from in the
current sheet.
You do not have to use forms, you can copy and paste or key
directly into the cells of the worksheet if you prefer.
If you do use these forms, you can make use of the ‘Lists of Values’
and other validation as you are entering data.
Double-clicking in the particular section in the worksheet will also
open the required form.

Clear Status Columns

This icon enables you to remove status column information from
the worksheet:
Clear Status Columns – This only clears the Status Columns and
not the ID’s.
Clear Status and ID Columns – This clears the Status Columns
and ID’s. This functionality is helpful if you have downloaded an
existing record and would like to clear the ID’s to enable you to use
this as a template to create a new record.
Note – If a Wizard does not have ID columns and this option is
selected, a message will appear stating there are no ID columns
but all statuses have been cleared.

Normalisation

Used for formatting data by adding duplicate parent rows based on
child rows and removing duplicate parent rows respectively.
Denormalising the data is useful for when you need to sort the
data in Excel. Click the Denormalise button and it will duplicate
header data for the rows containing child data. Once you are
finished sorting the data then you can Normalise the data to
remove the duplicate headers and prepare it for upload.
Normalising data is used to prepare data for upload in the
Wizard, whether you’ve just Denormalised it for sorting or
imported the data from an external source with duplicate headers.
Normalisation will only affect sections that have children with
multiple rows of data.
Both functions will affect all the records on the active sheet.

Validate

Choose whether to ‘Validate Selected’ or ‘Validate All’ to validate
records before they are uploaded into the interface table.
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Refer to section: Upload Records

Upload

Upload Selected - The selected rows (as indicated by the cursor)
will be validated/loaded into Oracle.
Upload All - All rows in the worksheet (that have not already been
processed) will be validated/loaded into Oracle.
Refer to section: Upload Records

Download

Download Form – A form will open that will enable you to
download information into the worksheet based on selected
criteria.
Refer to section: Download Form
Download using sheet data – After entering data or information
into the worksheet, use your cursor to highlight the details and
then use this icon to download all details which are associated with
these values.
Refer to section: Download using Sheet Data

Attachments

Allows users to choose to either ‘Upload Selected Attachments’ or
‘Upload All Attachments’ to the interface table.
Refer to section: Attachments

Logging

Click the ‘Logging’ button before upload and two new worksheets
will be created which records all actions taken by the Wizard.
These new worksheets will be labelled ‘M4A – Query Log’ and
‘CommonSupportSheet’. They will hold all upload information.
This is helpful for support to ensure that More4apps has all the
information required to resolve your issue.

Help

Click this icon for help on any of the functionality of this Wizard.
The three options are:
User Instructions – Link to the More4apps Webpage to find
detailed explanation on the Wizard.
Release Notes – Link to the latest releases for the Wizard.
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Product Support – Link to the ‘Contact Us’ page.

Refer to section: Customer Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Custom Query Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Custom Query Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Description/Functionality

Download Form

A form to enter the Query Set for downloading records to Excel.
Here you can also indicate if you want to print parent information,
whether you need to print column headers or use existing ones and,
if needed, what filters you would like to use to limit the records to
download.

Download from Sheet

When your headers are already printed on the spreadsheet you can
position your cursor right below them and click on this option to
download records. You will just need to pick the Query Set and then
click the Download button.

Print Column Headers

Before downloading records directly from the sheet you need to click
on the Print Column Headers option. Here you will also select the
row where the columns will be printed to.
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Manage Queries

Load from File

This option will give you access to the Manage Query window where
you can create, modify and delete SQL queries and responsibility
access to query sets.

This option will import xml query set data contained in selected
worksheet cells into the instance you are connected to. This
feature is useful when writing custom Query Sets in one instance
and then needing to copy these across to other instances.
To achieve this simply use the ‘Export Queries’ feature in
the Custom Query ‘Edit Queries Using Form’ to copy the xml
definitions into your current worksheet.
Then login to a different instance, select the cells containing the
downloaded query sets and click the ‘Load From File’ button to
import them into the current instance.

Refer to section: Customer Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Customer Wizard Ribbon

Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s)
Customer Wizard allows you to upload and download Descriptive Flexfield information.
At present, the main Descriptive Flexfield Structures have been implemented; these are available for
selection by using the ‘Manage Templates’ functionality.
Refer to section: Manage Templates
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The fields on the worksheet will display as follows and the user can enter data directly into the worksheet.

For each Descriptive Flexfield there will be a Context column and many Attribute columns available.
The Descriptive Flexfield sections also have a form for data-entry and validation. The Wizard is able to
validate each field and provide lists of values according to your DFF set up.
Double-click in a context or attribute field on the worksheet and the relevant DFF form will display where
the user can enter data.
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If the Descriptive Flexfield Structure you require has not been implemented, please contact More4apps
https://more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/
This functionality is common to all our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Descriptive Flexfields

Profile Options
Profile Options are common to all of our tools. To find the profile options applicable for this Wizard, navigate
to System Profile and enter More% CW% (note the space before CW) as shown in the screenshot below
and select the ‘Find’ button.
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The profile option applicable for this Wizard will show on the ‘System Profile Values’ form as shown below:

Many profile options can be set at the Site, Application, Responsibility or User level. Modify your search
in the ‘Find System Profile Options’ form to set options at the appropriate level.
Profile Options are installed when you log into an instance (from the Wizard) for the first time. If a profile
option is not available then you will need to reinstall your profile options. To do this refer to the Reinstall
Profile Options available in the Common User Topics documentation.
Common Profile Options
The following profile options are created for each of our products:
•

More4Apps: CW Allow MS-Word autocorrect characters - This profile can be set to prevent MSWord AutoCorrect characters (which are non-ASCII) from being loaded – If these are loaded it
can cause data corruption.

•

More4Apps: CW Allowed version - This profile option is similar to “More4Apps: CW Minimum
version” but is more restrictive. It will stop any version other than the listed version from
operating.
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•

More4Apps: CW Automatically Assign User - If this is set to ‘Yes’ new Users will be automatically
assigned up to the maximum allowed by the licence key.

•

More4Apps: CW Banned - If this profile option is set to ‘Yes’ the Wizard will not operate. This can
be set at the site, responsibility or user level.

•

More4Apps: CW Custom Query Manager - This profile allows customers to nominate a user
to manage download queries. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be
granted sysadmin. The profile is set up at the user level.

•

More4Apps: CW Latest version used - This profile option is for internal use only. It records the
highest version number used.

•

More4Apps: CW Licence Key - This profile holds the licence key for the Wizard. If you have no
licence key then this field will hold ‘Trial’ as the licence key and some functionality will be limited.
For more details on licence keys refer to the following Installation and Configuration Guide: Enter
the Licence Key.

•

More4Apps: CW Limit to preset Application ID - Set this profile to ‘Yes’ to limit the selection of
user responsibilities to those assigned to the same application as the Wizard or set to ‘No’ or
leave blank to display all responsibilities assigned to the user.

•

More4Apps: CW Load Counter - This profile may exist in your Profile Option list but is no longer
used.
This profile was used when the Wizard was in trial mode and counted the number of records
completed before the Wizard logged out of the Oracle instance.

•

More4Apps: CW Minimum version - This profile option allows you to record the minimum
spreadsheet version number allowed. If the version number of the spreadsheet being used is
less than the recorded value then the Wizard will not operate.

•

More4Apps: CW Named User - This profile enables you to control the named Users for Customer
Wizard and is set at the User level in Oracle. For more details on how to set up named users
refer to the following Installation and Configuration Guide: Add Named Users.

•

More4Apps: CW Nominated Sysadmin for user maintenance - This profile can be set to allow a
nominated Oracle username which doesn't have System Administrator profile value access to
maintain users for this product. Other users that do have System Administrator profile access can
still maintain product users if this profile is set to a different person.
Note – This profile option is only available for clients with Wizard versions containing ‘Common
Modules’ version 204 and greater.

•

More4Apps: CW Suppress Custom Query Functionality - This functionality can be suppressed by
setting the profile option to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level. When this profile option
is set (at the appropriate level) selection of any custom query icon will produce a message of ‘The
custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please contact your
System Administrator’.

•

More4Apps: CW Template Manager - This profile allows customers to nominate a user to manage
templates. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be granted sysadmin. The
profile is set up at the user level. To enable sysadmin access for templating select ‘Yes’ for the
current user.

•

More4Apps: CW Unicode Encoding Option - This profile determines if character sets used by
different applications are converted. By default, this is set to ‘Automatic’ and should not be
changed unless advised by More4apps Support.
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•

More4Apps: CW Validate Only - This profile can be set to ‘Yes’ to allow the customer to setup
validate only for the user.

Product Specific Profile Options
The following profile options are specific to Customer Wizard:
•

More4Apps: CW Allow Duplicate Party - Under normal circumstances the Wizard will not allow the
creation of customers with the same Party Name and/or Account Name. This option allows you
to override this by selecting ‘Yes’.

•

More4Apps: CW Allowed to Create - This option allows you to prevent a user from having the
ability to create customer and/or site details using the Wizard. A null or ‘Yes’ value will enable
the create function using the Wizard. Set this to ‘No’ to disable the create function using the
Wizard.

•

More4Apps: CW Override Upload Security - This profile is set at the responsibility and has an LOV
with the values ‘Yes, No’. Selecting a value of ‘Yes’ will mean the Wizard skips the responsibility
form function check.

•

More4Apps: CW Restrict Banks mode - This profile option suppresses the named mode stated
in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the particular mode.
When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode. Please note this
profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be blank.

•

More4Apps: CW Restrict Customer mode - This profile option suppresses the named mode stated
in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the particular mode.
When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode. Please note this
profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be blank.

•

More4Apps: CW Restrict Party mode - This profile option suppresses the named mode stated
in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the particular mode.
When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode. Please note this
profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be blank.

•

More4Apps: CW Restrict to Modes only –
If Restrict to Modes only is set to Yes
−

Users CANNOT select predefined Templates.

Users MUST select a Wizard mode and the worksheet will be based on the default More4Apps
layout for that mode.
If Restrict to Modes only is set to No
−

•

−

Users CAN select from the available Wizard modes where the worksheet will be based on the
default More4apps layout for that mode.

−

Users can OPTIONALLY select their own predefined templates. You need System Administrator
access to create templates.

−

Users can OPTIONALLY select a predefined templates created by other Users, provided they
are assigned to the same Responsibility being used.

More4Apps: CW Restrict to templates only –
If Restrict to templates only is set to Yes
−

Users CANNOT select Wizard modes, as templates associated to modes must be used.

− Users MUST select a predefined template from their database.
If Restrict to templates only is set to No
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−

Users CAN select from the available Wizard modes where the worksheet will be based on the
default More4apps layout for that mode.

−

Users can OPTIONALLY select their own predefined templates. You need System Administrator
access to create templates.

−

Users can OPTIONALLY select a predefined templates created by other Users, provided they
are assigned to the same Responsibility being used.

Attachments
Customer Wizard enables the loading of Attachments.
To enable this functionality you must have the ‘Attachment’ section displayed in your worksheet. If this
section is not already in your worksheet, go to ‘Manage Templates’ to create/modify a worksheet with
the ‘Attachment’ section included. Refer to section: Manage Templates
Enter information directly into the worksheet, or double-click in the ‘Customer Attachments’ section to
open the ‘Attachments’ form and enter the information.
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To upload the Attachment(s) click the ‘Attachments’ icon on the ribbon and select ‘Upload Selected
Attachments’ or ‘Upload All Attachments’ as illustrated below:

This section is common to many of our tools.
For further details click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Attachments

Getting Started
This section provides a new user with tips on how to get started using the Wizard.
1. Enable Macros – The worksheet requires the macros to be enabled.
Microsoft 2007 and Later – When the worksheet is first opened the following will appear on the
menu bar. Click on the ‘Enable Content’ button.

2. Unable to see Wizard Ribbons - If this occurs then your security settings are too high. Customer
Wizard is written in VBA, and you must allow macros to run before you can run the program. Close
the worksheet from the Excel menu and navigate to the following based on your version of Microsoft:
Microsoft 2007 or Later - Navigate to the ‘Developer’ tab and in the ‘Code’ group and click
‘Macro Security’. In ‘Macro Settings’, select the ‘Disable all macros with notification’. Re-open the
worksheet and you should receive the message shown above.
If the ‘Developer’ tab did not display, click File > Options > Customize Ribbon. In the ‘Main Tabs’
section, select ‘Developer’ and click ‘OK’. You should now be able to go back to the ‘Developer’
tab to make the security changes.
Refer to section: Enable Macros/Cannot Access Wizard Ribbons
3. Wizard Ribbons – Please see the note below for details on the ribbons provided by the Wizard.
Refer to section: Ribbons
4. Trial Version - If you are using the trial version the Wizard will log you out after 10 records have
been downloaded or uploaded. You will need to log in again to continue. There are no other
constraints in the trial version.
5. Row 9 - The column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. Do NOT
insert or delete rows before row 11 (Row 10 Default Values row). The case of the column names is
not important but spelling is. If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted
the column as far as the program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide,
or even delete them if they are not required. Whenever you open a form or run the upload, the
program determines the positions of all the ‘named’ columns. If you duplicate a column header, the
first one will prevail (the program searches from right to left).
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6. Row 10 - This row is used to enter Default Values. Any data here will be defaulted into the same
record where no data exists in the worksheet.
Refer to section: Default Values
7. Populate the Worksheet - There are a number of options available to populate the worksheet:
•

Type or paste the relevant values directly into the worksheet (No validation is performed until
you run the upload program).

•

Use the data entry forms provided to enter and validate the values.

•

Download existing data and modify the information to update the record or you can download
existing data and use this as the starting point to create new records.
Note - If you are downloading an existing record to create a new one you need to remove the
Ids of the existing records.

Refer to section: Template/Mode Types
8. Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s) - For help on using DFF’s please refer to the on-line documentation.
Refer to section: Descriptive Flexfields
9. Demonstration Script - To familiarize you with this Wizard a Demonstration Script is available. This
will guide you through some simple changes.
Refer to section: Demonstration Script
10. Troubleshooting - If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our
online solutions repository https://more4apps.com/support/solutions/
If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Demonstration Script
Now that the Wizard has been installed and configured this document will guide you through the following
simple changes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Create a new Worksheet
Download a Customer and associated Sites
Create a new Customer from the downloaded record
Load the changes into Oracle
Make changes to the existing Customer and associated Site(s)
Load the changes into Oracle
Add new data to an existing Customer/Site

Note - The screenshots are using Oracle Release 12 and Excel 2013.
This script is designed to illustrate the downloading/creating/uploading of a
customer record to give the User a “feel” for the Wizard.
The Wizard is designed to use a similar process for processing large numbers
of customers/sites, which will significantly reduce data-entry time and improve
productivity.
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1. Create a new Worksheet
All worksheets are created from the Template123 worksheet.
Use the following steps to create your own customized template for your organization.
Step

1.1

Task

Click the ‘Select Template’ button on
the Customer Wizard ribbon to open
the ‘Generate template’ form.

The ‘Customer Wizard Login’ screen
will appear if you have not already
logged into your Oracle Instance of
Oracle.
Select the correct Oracle Instance
from the drop-down list provided.
Click on the ‘Login’ button and enter
your User Name and Password.
Select a Responsibility and click
‘Continue’.
Refer to the following documentation
for further assistance: Common
User Instructions

1.2

The ‘Generate template’ form will
open.
Leave the ‘Template’ field blank and
for the Mode select ‘Customer’ from
the LOVs.
Click ‘Create New’ to create a new
blank worksheet for this mode.
(‘Create All Columns’ button creates
a new worksheet with all columns or
the ‘Ok’ button selects the chosen
Mode and remains in the same
worksheet).
Note – Other available Modes are
‘Party’ and ‘Banks’.
To make additional columns
mandatory or to select additional
columns etc., the common
architecture templating functionality
must be used. Refer to section:
Manage Templates

Screenshot
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1.3

A new Excel sheet will appear with
the selected columns inserted.
The sheet is ONLY ready to use when
you receive the message shown to
the right.
Click ‘OK’.

1.4

We will now explain the worksheet
layout:
Explain the worksheet layout:
1. All of the Status columns are
on the left so you can easily see
any errors without looking at the
entire worksheet.
2. The worksheet is divided into
many sections (as illustrated by
the number of Status columns),
but if you double-click on one of
the status columns it will take
you to the associated section on
the workbook. This allows you to
navigate to any section which has
an error without having to scroll
through the worksheet.
3. Note each section on the C3
Wizard now has an Upload Mode
column.
The new worksheet contains the
selected fields within the selected
sections.
Note - The new ‘Upload Mode’
columns in each section.

2. Download Customer and associated Site Information
Step

2.1

Task

Download a Customer by placing
your cursor on a blank field below
row 10 (the ‘Default Values’ row).
Click on the ‘Download’ icon and
select ‘Download Form’ on the
Customer Wizard ribbon.

Screenshot
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2.2

The ‘Download Form’ will display.
Enter an ‘Account Number’ or ‘Party
Name’ that exists in your instance
of Oracle and also has a number of
associated Sites.
Click the ‘Download’ button on the
form.

A message will appear which details
the records which have been
downloaded based on the ‘Account
Number’ or ‘Party Name’ entered
above, as illustrated.
Click ‘Close’.

2.3

Your worksheet will now display the
downloaded records.
This Wizard uses the standard
grandparenting logic. Therefore, the
first Site record is on the same row
as the Customer data.
Note – The Status columns are NOT
populated by the download in this
Wizard.
The ‘Action’ columns control what
gets uploaded.

3. Create a new Customer from the downloaded Record
Step

3.1

Task

We will now use the record
downloaded above to create a new
Customer.
Remove all the IDs from all sections
from the records downloaded. Also
remove ‘Party Number’, ‘Account
Number’ and ‘Party Site Number’.
Remove any ‘Reference’ numbers in
all columns/sections.
This information can now be used as
the basis for a new Customer.

Screenshot
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3.2

Change the ‘Party Name’, ensuring
this is not the same as an
existing Customer. (This will be
the name of the new Customer).
Copy the new ‘Party Name’ to the
‘Account Name’ for the Customer.
Enter ‘Create All’ in the ‘Customer
Action’ field.
We are now ready to upload the
record into Oracle.

4. Load the new Customer into Oracle
Step

Task

4.1

Put the cursor on the same row as
the record and click ‘Validate’ and
select ‘Validate Selected’ on the
Customer Wizard ribbon.

4.2

The status of the records will show as
Validated for all records.

4.3

Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload All’ on the Customer Wizard
ribbon.

Accepted will now display in the
‘Status’ columns.

4.5

Check Oracle - Log into your instance
of Oracle and select the ‘Customer
Number’ that was created as per the
uploaded worksheet.

Screenshot
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The Customer will be created with
the information from the worksheet.

5. Make changes to the existing Customer and associated Site(s)
Step

Task

5.1

Now that we have the new Customer
we will modify the details.

Screenshot

You can make a change by entering
the details directly into the
worksheet cell or double-clicking on
one of the columns in the ‘Customer’
or ‘Site’ or ‘Site Use’ sections.
When you double-click on the
worksheet cell a form appears.
Where there is a list of values in your
version of Oracle the options will
be displayed on this form using the
down arrow next to the field.
You can either enter the change
directly into the field or select from
the options provided.
For our demonstration we will change
the ‘Customer Type’ and the ‘Site
Address’ using the worksheet created
earlier.
5.2

Customers
Double-click on a column in
the ‘Customer’ section and the
‘Customer’ form will display.
Change the value in the ‘Customer
Type’ field.
Click ‘Ok’ to save the changes and
close the form.

In the example above we have changed the
Customer Type from ‘Internal’ to ‘External’
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5.3

Site
Double-click in a field on a site row,
in the Site ‘Address’ section.

The ‘Party Site’ form will display, and
you will be in the ‘Address’ section.
Change/enter a value for the
Address.
Click ‘Ok’ to save the changes and
close the form.
The Customer and Site details are
now ready to be uploaded.

Entered Address Line 1 of ‘Yagana 405T’ and
Address Line 2 of ‘Unknown’
6. Load the changes into Oracle
Step

Task

6.1

Clear out the existing 'Status'
columns by clicking the ‘Clear Status
Columns’ icon on the ribbon. This
will only clear the Status columns
Accepted and will not remove the
IDs which are required to update a
record.
Remove all the ‘Create All’ action
modes for all sections and enter

Screenshot
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‘Update All’ into the ‘Customer
Action’ field (in the ‘Customer’
section).

6.2

With the cursor on the record, click
the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload
All’ on the Customer Wizard ribbon.

The records now have a status of
Accepted and the changes will have
been made in Oracle.
If a record has an error, the
appropriate error message will
appear in the status column.
Double-click on the error status
and you will be navigated to the
start of the section, then make the
appropriate changes to correct the
error.
6.5

Log into Oracle and select the
Customer and/or Site record.
You will see that the appropriate
changes have been made.

The above illustrates the change of Type to
‘External’

The above illustrates the change of Address
7. Add new Contact to an existing Customer Site
In this example we will add a Contact to an existing Site.
Step

Task

Screenshot
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7.1

Select or create a Template that
contains Customer and Site Contact
fields.
Click ‘Create New’.

7.3

In a row below row 10 (the ‘Default
Values’ row) enter the ‘Party
Number’ for the new contact (created
earlier).

7.4

With cursor on the same row as the
Party Number, click the ‘Download’
button and select ‘Download using
sheet data’.

Message will appear ‘Do you wish to
clear download criteria?’
For this demo, click ‘Yes’.

7.5

Your worksheet will now display
the downloaded Customer and Site
records.

7.6

Scroll to the ‘Customer Contact’
section.
On the last blank line under the other
contacts, enter the new Contact
details directly into the worksheet.

You can also open the ‘Customer
Contact’ form and enter the details
by double-clicking on this blank line.
If the site has no Contacts the form
will appear with no details as per the
screenshot.
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Enter ‘Contact Action’ of Create.
Enter details for the ‘Contact’ and
click ‘Ok’ to close the form.

7.7

Place the cursor on any row of the
record.

7.8

Click the ‘Upload’ button and select
‘Upload Selected’.
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7.9

The ‘Contact Status’ field will now
display Accepted.

The Customer Contact IDs will have
been created as per the screenshot.

End of Demonstration

If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at
https://more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Troubleshooting
If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our online solutions
repository https://more4apps.com/support/solutions/
If you are unable to find a solution or have any suggestions, please contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation
The generic instructions for product installation, setting up the list of instances, using licence keys and
adding named users are in the Installation and Configuration Guide.
Note: This Wizard no longer needs specific product packages
Customer Wizard versions higher than 1.7.49 no longer require product specific packages, therefore these
will not be provided in the zip file when downloaded from the More4apps website. Please ignore any
instructions to install packages for this Wizard.

Release Notes
Click on this link to navigate to the CW Release Notes
This link is also available from the Product Page on the website.
This user documentation is based on CW Release Version 3.0.78

